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Abstract: Recently, many video sharing sites provide external links so that their video or audio contents can
be embedded into external web sites. For example, users can copy the embedded URLs of the videos of
YouTube and post the URL links on their own blogs. Clearly, the purpose of such function is to increase the
distribution of the videos and the associated advertisement. Does this function fulfill its purpose and what is
the quantification? In this paper, we provide a comprehensive measurement study andanalysis on these external
links to answer these two questions. With the traces collected from two major video sharing sites, YouTube
and Youku of China, we show that the external links have various impacts on the popularity of the video
sharing sites. More specifically, for videos that have been uploaded for eight months in Youku, around 15%
of views can come from external links. Some contents are densely linked. For example, comedy videos can
attract more than 800 external links on average. We also study the relationship between the external links and
the internal links. We show that there are correlations; for example, if a video is popular itself, it is likely to have
a large number of external links. Another observation we find is that the external links usually have a higher
impact on Youku than that of YouTube. We conjecture that it is more likely that the external links have higher
impact for a regional site than a worldwide site.
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INTRODUCTION video sharing sites introduce external links. An example of

These years hve witnessed large  explosion  of  the each video in YouTube, an embedded link is provided.
popularity of the online UGC (user generated content) The user can copy and paste this embedded link into
sites. In these sites, people are not only the information anywhere such as their personal webpages, blogs, or
consumers, but they can also actively upload contents of even forums. When people watch the videos outside the
their own. Different UGC sites have different emphasis [1]. video sharing sites, traffic and click counts go through
For example, Facebook is built as a general online YouTube [4]. Clearly, the external links allow YouTube
community, Flickr is best known as a photo sharing site videos to be embedded in non-YouTube sites to attract
and Twitter is unique in its short message distributions. views.  This  can  further  accelerate  video distribution.
Among the UGC sites, this paper will focus more We see t hat these external links are very different from
speci?cally on video sharing sites, which are best those functions and features that arrange the internal
represented by YouTube and Youku. A common belief of contents, such as the videos and users [5]. To be more
the success of the UGC sites is that the information specific, we define the internal interaction as user-to-user,
generated by users can be distributed much faster user-to-video and video-to-video relationship inside the
through the UGC sites [2]. For example, the video sharing video sharing sites. We define the external interaction as
sites provide numerous functionalities to expedite video the referencing of the videos outside the video sharing
distribution. sites, such as hyperlinks to the videos. In this paper, we

There are the related video  links  (Fig.  2)  which are interested in these external links. Compared with past
arrange videos by similar topics. There are mechanisms studies on the interaction between users and videos
inside video sharing sites to organize users and videos within the video sharing sites, we are the first to
together [3]. To further popularize the video distribution, concentrate   on  external  links  to  videos of these sites.

the external link is shown in Fig. 1. We can see that for
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Fig. 1: An example of an external link of YouTube. measurement platform is established in for YouTube video

Fig. 2: An example of an internal link, the related video demonstrates that caching can improve user experiences,
link (R-link). reduce bandwidth consumption and lower the burden of

We have the following contributions in this paper: 1) we studied in. It shows 30% of the video total views come
proposed to study the external links of the video sharing from related video links [10]. The user behavior in the
sites and we tried to quantify its impact. We believe this video sharing sites is also widely studied. For example,
adds to the knowledge base and could be useful for future the study in focuses on the YouTube video uploaders
comparison; 2) we showed that the impact from external and demonstrates positive reinforcement between online
links is non-trivial and we also found substantial social behavior and uploading behavior. In it is shown
differences on the impact of the external links on YouTube that user access patterns are similar in different locations
and Youku; 3) we conducted measurements on both and their access devices (either PCs or mobile phones):
external links and some important internal links and we they usually use default video resolution and player
studied their correlations; 4) we published the data sets of configuration. The work in shows an interesting result
external links we collected from YouTube and Youku for that online video consumption appears geographic
possible follow-up studies [6]. locality of interest. The video-to-video relationship is

Related Work: Nowadays, there are increasing interests YouTube videos contain re-mixed video segments and
on the UGC (User Generated Content) sites. In these sites, some particularly popular videos are correlated with virus.
the users not only consume the contents, but also freely There are suggestions to improve YouTube. NetTube is
create the contents their own. Due to their large developed using a peer-to-peer structure for YouTube.
popularity and success, there have been many studies on An algorithm using geographic information to improve
different types of UGC sites. For example, Facebook, a multimedia content delivery in YouTube is suggested in
general online community, is studied in and Flickr, a photo [11]. The study in suggests an improved semi-supervised
sharing site is studied in. In this paper, we study video training method for classifying YouTube videos by using
sharing sites. The successful examples of this type of video labels and co-watch relationship (videos watched
UGC site are YouTube, which enjoys world-wide in one session). There are also studies that compare
popularity and Youku, the biggest video sharing site in YouTube with other UGC sites. For example, the video
China. We are not the first to study the video sharing popularity distribution of four different video sharing
sites [7]. Among past studies, measurement sites is characterized in. It shows that the life time video
methodologies have been proposed. For example, in guide popularity have relevance with caching size. A

lines are provided to do sampling in the video sharing
sites and a framework is also proposed to study the
popularity dynamics of user-generated videos. An
important conclusion is that using key-word search
videos as the seeds, videos would be biased towards the
popular videos, while using recently uploaded videos,
there would have no bias [8]. The study in provides a
method to count the total number of YouTube videos by
leveraging the video ids. A globally distributed active

delivery system. The analysis on the video sharing sites
widely spans to user-to-user, user-to-video and video-to-
video relationship [9]. For example, the video popularity
distribution of YouTube is analyzed in where the long tail
of video popularity distribution is analyzed. More aspects
of YouTube are analyzed in such as video life cycles, user
viewing  behaviors  and  the  small  world  phenomenon.
In  the  traffic  of  YouTube  in  campus  is  characterized.
It shows that there is strong correlation between videos
viewed (watched) on consecutive days. This work also

YouTube. The recommendation system in YouTube is

analyzed in and it shows that more than half of the
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comparison of different UGC sites (including YouTube) recently-uploaded videos do not link popular videos as
can be found in and observations of the free scale, small their only related videos, the data collection will not be
world and strong connected cores, are drawn. The study biased by choosing the seed videos from recently-
in compares the user sessions between the video sharing uploaded videos. More speci?cally, for YouTube, we
sites and the traditional web sites. It concludes that the started our sampling on Mar. 24th, 2009 using the
YouTube users have larger data traf?c and longer think “recent”  videos  as  seeds.  We  recursively  crawled all
time [12]. the  related  videos  for  seven days until Mar. 31 , 2009.

Background and Measurement Methodology For Youku, unlike YouTube, there is no category of
Background and Motivation: Currently, there is rapid “recent” videos. Therefore, we used all videos in the main
growth of the popularity of user generated content web pages,which were uploaded within one day, on July 8 ,
sites. One key feature of these sites is that the users are 2009 as seeds and recursively collected the related videos
not only the information consumers, but also actively for five days. In total, we have collected videos. We admit
upload contents of their own. One notable class of UGC that  for  these  videos,  they  might  have   more   views.
sites is for video sharing, represented by YouTube and To collect the external links, we used a universal Java
Youku. These video sharing sites have attracted a great Script engine provided by Google. This engine can parse
number of studies in the recent years. These studies, the Java Script codes from video pages, so as to track the
however, focus on user-to-user, user-to-video or video- external link information maintained by YouTube and
to-video relationship within these video sites. To Youku internally. With this engine, we could get the URL
distribute the content videos more widely and to attract soft the external links as well as the number of views of
more users, these video sites provide external links for each external link. However, from YouTube and Youku, we
videos. Users can easily obtain an embedded link of a can only have the information of “top” external links,
video and paste the link to any web pages in other web which are calculated based on the number of views
sites, such as forums, or their blogs. In this paper, we contributed to the videos since the videos were uploaded.
de?ne the internal links as those maintaining a YouTube maintains the top-5 external links of each video
relationship within the web sites [13]. These links include [16]. We have not found a method that can collect the
the user-to-video, user-to-user, video-to-video information of all the external links of videos. Intrinsically,
relationship. We define the external links as the links to if YouTube does not provide an interface to release such
the videos that are embedded in other web sites. These information, unless one can explore the entire Web, it is
external links are important for improving the popularity of unlikely that all external links can be collected. In our
the videos; however, there is no rigid study to quantify study, we use the top-5 external links for YouTube videos.
the effectiveness of these external links. Therefore, we For Youku, we used similar method. Youku provides more
would like to know 1) the impact of the external links on information and we obtained the total number of external
videos, e.g., how many views are contributed by external links for each video, the URLs and the total number of
links; 2) the relationship of external links and internal views of the top-20 external links.
links;  their differences, interactions and correlations.
Such curiosities motivate this paper. The Contribution of the External Links

Measurement Methodology: Our experimental data sets the  impact  of the external views on the videosin Fig. 3.
come from two video sharing sites, YouTube and Youku We classify the videos according to their ages, i.e., the
[14]. YouTube is one of the largest video sharing sites in total duration since they have been uploaded to the video
the world and at the time of this paper is being written, it sharing sites. Note that YouTube provides the upload
accepts 1.886 billion views every day. Youku is the most date for each video, whereas Youku provides a rougher
popular video site in China with views of 40.9 million per estimation of how many days or months or years a video
day. The necessary data for our study are 1) a large has  been  uploaded.  For  example,  the videos uploaded
number of randomly collected videos and 2) the external 13  months  or  14 months ago in Youku will both be
links of these videos. We ?rst built a crawler to sample a labeled as “uploaded one year ago”. As such, the points
large base of videos. In principle, we start our data of 13-month and 25-month in our figures for Youku stand
sampling from seed videos and follow their related videos for  the  v ideos  uploaded  one year and two years ago
in the crawling. We follow where it is shown that if those [17-21]. Note that our results are not affected as the points

st

In  total,  we  have collected videos from YouTube [15].

th

Overall Contribution of External Links: We fiorst show
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Fig. 3: The contribution of external links on the popularity of videos on videos sharing sites. (a) External views vs. video
age, (b) Total views vs. video age, (c) External views vs. video age.

in our figures are the average (not accumulative) number As such, the external links are widely spread to external
of views. In Fig. 3(a), we show the percentage of the websites all over the world. These external websites may
views that come from the top external links. We see that not be world-wide popular, however. Thus, the external
for the videos in YouTube with an age of two months, links cannot obtain world-wide popularity and have less
10%  of  the  views  come  from  the top-5 external links. impact (in terms of percentage). Youku, on the contrary,
For videos with an older age, the percentage of the views has popularity within China only. The external links are
from external links gradually drops to around 2%. For also  on  the  Chinese-based  websites and can have
Youku,  the  impact  of  external  links  is   much  higher. China-wide popularity. As such, the comparative impact
For most of the videos, more than 8% of views come of external links on Youku is much higher than on
outside the video sharing site. For videos with an age of YouTube.
24 months, views from external links can contribute as Based on our current data, we are unable to verify
many as 15%. Even considering the top-5 external links of this. As a first work on external links, we confine
Youku, they contribute about 6%–9% of total views, ourselves to the fundamental problems such as the
which is still more significant than YouTube. correctness of the data collection and the understanding

To explain the situation more clearly, we show the of the basic characteristics of external links, as will be
specific number of the video total views and views from presented in the remaining part of the paper. We will leave
the  top  ex-  ternal  links  as  a  function  of   video  ages. such questions to our future work. 
In Fig. 3(b) we show the total views, averaged per video,
for different video age groups (this includes both views The Number of External Links: Fig. 4 plots the number of
from internal links and external links). videos as a function of the number of external links in a

The total views increase steadily for both YouTube log-log scale for different age groups. Since YouTube
and Youku as video ages increase. It is also clear that cannot provide the total number of the external links for
YouTube attracts much more views than Youku. This is each video, we only study Youku in this figure. We can
not  surprising  as YouTube is more popular world-wide. see clearly that a small portion of videos enjoy the
In Fig. 3(c), we show the total views from external links majority.
(averaged per video). We see that for YouTube, the total We classify the videos into three age groups (one
external views are comparatively stable among all video month seven months and 12 months). We study the
age groups whereas for Youku, the total external view percentage of videos with more than ten external links.
increases. In addition, though the external views of We see that different.
YouTube are still greater than that of Youku, the
differences are not as big as the total views. This explains The External Links From Different Video Categories:
why the percentage of external views of Youku is more We next study from the point of view of the videos. We
significant than that of YouTube in Fig. 3(a). Such plot the number of external links of different video
differences of the impact of the external links on YouTube categories in Youku in Fig. 8(a). In this figure, the
and Youku do not conform to our expectation. We categories are ranked by the average external links on
consider a possible explanation can be as follows. each video. We see that the number of external links of
YouTube is a video sharing site of world-wide popularity. videos  is substantial. For example, for an average comedy
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Table 1:  He Parameters of Power Law Fits for Fig. 4 surprising as “Comedy” also attracts the largest number

Fig. 4: The distribution of the number of external link of success in Youku in extending its impact of the external
videos in different age groups. links could suggest that there may be also potential for

The External Links From Different Video Categories impacts on YouTube and Youku. We studied the external

video, there can be as many as 878.1 external links. correlations of the external links and the internal related
Looking into the details of our log file, weseethatmany video links. We showed that the number of internal
comedy videos are linked by a substantial number of related video links have less impact on the external links
different users in their blogs, usually by copying and than the total views of the video. We also study the
referring of others’blogs. Some videos are linked in a great characteristics of external links in different video age
many pages in web forums. This actually suggests that groups. We see that videos are possible to get external
external links can greatly in- crease the popularity of the links and external views in all age groups. We believe that
videos. our work can provide the foundation for the video sharing

In Fig. 8(b), we select 15 categories in Youku, which sites to make more targeted advertisement, customized
have the highest percentage of external views. We plot user development, etc.
the average total views of each category (in green) and As a first work on the external interactions of video
the  average  views  of  the  top-20  external links (in red). sharing sites, we concentrate on some fundamental
In the figure, “Comedy” attracts the largest number of problems, such as how the data of external links can be
external views, on average 3847.5 per video. This is not collected, whether the data collection on top external links

views (32286.2), representing the popularity of comedy
videos in general. We also see that “Gaming” attracts
7391.4 views in total and 2125.0 views from external links,
where the external views share the highest percentage.
This suggests that as compared with other video
categories in Youku, more percentage of views in the
“gaming” category come outside Youku. To compare
Youku and YouTube, we show the views of different
categories based on their respective views of the top-5
external links (Fig. 8(c)). In general, YouTube attracts an
order of magnitude more views than Youku, but the
percentage of external views is much smaller. This
conforms to the observation in Fig. 3. Another
observation is that the categories most viewed by external
links are substantially different in YouTube and Youku.
For example, they share in common only 3 out of 7
categories, namely “Gaming”, “Sports” and “News &
Politics”. This might show different tastes of the users
throughout individual regions. In addition, the more

YouTube to increase its external views.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we studied in detail an important aspect
of video sharing sites: the external links. The external links
provide a unique way for the video sharing sites to
accelerate the distribution of the videos. We observed
that the external links can play a non-trivial role both in
terms of the number of external links on a video and the
number of views contributed to the video. We also
observed that the external links have quite different

links for different video categories. We also discussed the
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Fig. 5: The evolution of correlation of external links and other internal factors with time. (a) The corr. of external links
with other factors (Youku), (b) The corr.of video total views with other factors (Youku), (c) The corr. of video
total views with other factors (YouTube).

can provide a good approximation for the overall picture 9. Ding, Y., Y. Du, Y. Hu, Z. Liu and L. Wang, 2011.
and some basic aspects of the external links. There are Broadcast yourself: Understanding YouTube
problems yet to be answered. Especially, we are interested uploaders, in Proc. ACM IMC’11, Berlin, Germany. 
in more detailed analysis of the different impacts of 10. Figueiredo,  F.,  F.  Benevenuto  and J. Almeida, 2011.
external links on Youku and YouTube. The tube over time: Characterizing popularity growth
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